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Introduction 
Our vision, at Unified Conferencing Technologies, is to create a robust, user-friendly, consistent, 

and feature rich collaboration experience for the conference room and beyond.  We see a future 

where Unyfy brings disparate meeting/collaboration providers into a familiar user interface that 

allows the users of Unyfy to simply work with Unyfy, without regard for the underlying 

technologies/providers.   

We also envision a future of affordable, commodity components providing extended capabilities 

such as voice & gesture recognition and integration with holographic presentations in virtual 

board/conference rooms.  Imagine collaborating on a holographic document with holographic 

meeting attendees scattered around the room.  And doing all that without regard for whether or 

not the meeting is a Skype for Business, Jabber, WebEx, Zoom.us or GoToMeeting meeting! 

Of course, that vision is still on the horizon and there are many steps we need to take before 

getting there.  However, our road map is designed to bring us closer with each release! 

Q3/2015 
 Supplant the Skype for Business/Lync user interface 

o Provide the base model to supplant all other meeting provider user interfaces 

o Support up to 8 active speakers with the current speaker in the middle 

 Configurable:  bandwidth can be greatly impacted 

 Organizer login for Skype for Business/Lync while in the conference room 

o Makes the conference room the “presenter” providing full meeting control 

 More meeting information, such as attendee list and meeting details, in the “Details” 

view option from the ScheduleBar 

Q4/2015 
 Cisco Jabber integration into the user interface construct developed in Q3/2105 

 Extended “Custom Commands” to reflect Jabber integration 

o This will allow Unyfy to be driven off of Jabber in the same way in which it is 

today, driven off of Skype for Business/Lync 



 

 

Q1/2016 
 Contacts integration and enhancements 

o This will allow interaction with contacts from multiple repositories such as 

Exchange/Office 365/Skype/AD, Google Contacts/Plus and Jabber 

Q2/2016 
 Voice and Gesture recognition 

o Basic functionality release allowing: 

 Start meetings with voice commands 

 Selection meetings and scroll the UI with gestures 

 Order attendees with gestures 

 Only for Skype for Business and Jabber as they are in the new UI 

model 

Q3/2016 
 Zoom.us integration into the new UI model 

 Enhanced functionality release for Voice and Gesture recognition 

o Driven largely off of the feedback from our user base but we envision support for 

commands like: 

 “Unyfy, Add Joe Smith the meeting” 

 Use gestures to manage screens and what is displayed on them 

 “Unyfy, Mute Lisa Noisy” 

 

 


